2017 SCAA REGIONAL 3D CHAMPIONSHIP
Rules for the regional tournament are set by the clubs in the region to best meet the needs of the each region.

SCAA rules, yardages, and classes apply. Bowhunter B is excluded from regional competition. If you win the
regional competition in Bowhunter Novice, you must move to a higher class.
A. Every regional tournament will be casual registration. These tournaments are labeled on the tournament
schedule. All 3D tournaments are for regional unless tournament is listed as as “non-regional” on the
tournament schedule.
B. By the current arrangement, upper and lower state clubs are as follows:
Upstate:
Keowee, TAB, and Midlands
Lower State: Sandune, Wildlife Action, Lake Marion, Broken Arrow and Swamp Fox
C. To participate in the Regional Championship, a Regional 3D Championship registration form and fee must
be submitted to a regional club or SCAA secretary prior to the start of the shoot (a participant can’t sign up
after a shoot and it count toward the total). A regional membership card will be given to participant and is
required at each regional tournament registration. The lower regional requires one score from each club
(5 clubs=5 scores). The upper regional requires two scores from each club (3 clubs=6 scores).
D. A regional competitor may only participate in one class for the regional tournament. This class must be
noted on the regional registration form. A competitor may choose to shoot a tournament in a different
class, but this score will not count for the regional tournament.
E. A competitor may join the regional tournament at any time as long as there are enough shoots to
complete the tournament requirements (one tournament per regional club). The end date for the regional
can be found on the SCAA Tournament Schedule.
F. Each Club will maintain the same number of targets, 25 or 30, throughout the year. NOTE; if the 3D
Championship applies to the Regional Championship and the host club normally sets 30 targets, then the
25 target shoot will be prorated to a 30 target format for the Upper or Lower Regional Championship.
G. The competitor’s highest score(s) from each regional club tournament(s) will be combined to determine
their Regional Championship score. A regional scoreboard and standings can be followed on the SCAA
website.
H. A tie for championship is broken based on the number of SCAA tournaments a competitor participated in
during the year. These shoots do not have to be regional specific or strictly 3D. For example, an Upper
Regional participant could shoot a State Spot Tournament at a Lower Regional Club and this tournament
would count in the tiebreaker.
I. SCAA has a speed rule of a maximum of 300 fps with a 3% variance. All regional shooters must be prepared
to shoot through a chronograph. A disqualification of tournament score will result if a competitor shoots
over the maximum speed after beginning the tournament. (excludes Known 40 Outlaw)
J. Regional competitors must shoot in a group with 3 adults. These adults do not need to be regional
shooters. SCAA defines adult as a competitor that is 18 years old or older.
K. The number of places/trophies awarded will be based upon the SCAA Trophy-Award chart.
L. A competitor can win the 3D Championship, Regional OR SOY only once in the Bowhunter Novice. He/she
will be ineligible to compete in any of these competitions in the Bowhunter Novice class.

Regional Championship Fees:
NFAA/SCAA Members
ADULT $10
17 and under $5
Non-NFAA/SCAA Members ADULTS $15
17 and under $7
Please show your NFAA/SCAA membership card for the discounted price.

